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PROFILE OF

NATURE FOREVER SOCIETY

Nature Forever Society (NFS) has been working for the conservation
of house sparrows, common flora and fauna for the past 13 years.
Nature Forever Society, founded by Mohammed Dilawar, was
formally registered on January 13, 2008. Dilawar is the President of
Nature Forever Society.

The mission of Nature Forever Society is to involve citizens of India
in the conservation movement. To achieve this, Nature Forever
Society has been launching various initiatives that are simple and
have far reaching conservation value.
Nature Forever Society established a Native Plant Research and
Conservation Centre in 2016 while studying and developing habitats
for house sparrows and other local birds.
The main objectives of this facility are to study native plants and its
propagation techniques, raise public awareness regarding the
conservation and promotion of native plants. We at Nature Forever
Society believe that native plants should be promoted on an
emergency basis owing to the limited propagation and conservation
of native plant species and a sharp decline in plantation area.
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WORLD SPARROW DAY

World Sparrow Day (WSD) is a Nature Forever Society initiative
and is celebrated on March 20th since 2010. World Sparrow Day has
become very popular and is observed in more than 50 countries
across the world. The event has gained popularity in Europe and
across South Asia.
Nature Forever Society has created a dedicated website
www.worldsparrowday.org to raise awareness of WSD.
The website has a collection of photographs and
information of twenty-five species of sparrows found across the
world.

Nature Forever Society launched the Sparrow Award on
March 20, 2011 to honour unsung heroes who
have been silently making a difference to the environment over
the years. People from diverse fields and backgrounds have been
conferred with the award.
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WORLD SPARROW DAY
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HOUSE SPARROW IS

THE STATE BIRD OF DELHI

Nature Forever Society proposed to the Delhi Government to
declare the house sparrow as the state bird of Delhi. After intensive
efforts, the house sparrow was finally declared as the
State Bird of Delhi on August 14, 2012 by Hon. Chief Minister Sheila
Dikshit at the launch of the Rise for the
Sparrow Campaign.
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ADOPT

NEST BOXES AND BIRD FEEDERS

To involve citizens in the conservation movement and encourage
them to emotionally connect with the cause of conservation,
Nature Forever Society initiated the
“Adopt a Nest Box and Bird Feeder” campaign. The campaign
received widespread support, with a large number of nest boxes and
bird feeders being adopted across the country.

Drawing inspiration from Nature Forever Society,
numerous organisations and individuals have initiated this
campaign across the country.
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PROJECT SAVE OUR SPARROW (SOS)
PROJECT SAVE OUR SPARROW (SOS)
Nature Forever Society in association with the Burhani
Foundation (India) implemented Project SAVE OUR SPARROW
(SOS) where 52,000 bird feeders were distributed free of cost
across the globe to save house sparrows and other common birds.
The project received recognition in 2011 from the Guinness Book
of World Records for the highest distribution of bird feeders on a
single day.
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RISE FOR THE SPARROW

Rise for the Sparrow is another Nature Forever Society initiative,
which aims to Inspire, Empower and Involve citizens, schools,
educational institutions, government agencies and
NGOs to contribute toward the conservation of house sparrows and
other common birds.
Its objective is to provide simple solutions that can be
undertaken by citizens and organisations from diverse
backgrounds.

SPARROWS

OF I N D I A
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HELP BIRDS IN SUMMER CAMPAIGN

This initiative started as SMS forwards, Artwork and Email urging
people to provide water for birds in summer.
Now, this campaign has become a people’s movement and is
replicated every year at the onset of summer.
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Limca Book of Records

Mohammed Dilawar,
President & Founder of
Nature Forever Society, was
named by TIME Magazine as
one of the 30 most influential
environmentalists in the
world. This was featured in
the
“Limca Book of Records”
“in

On the occasion of World
Sparrow Day in 2011, India
Post released a stamp of the
house sparrow. This was also
featured in the
“Limca Book of Records “
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Limca Book of Records

In 2015, Nature Forever
Society’s ‘I love sparrows’
global campaign, which
was aimed at highlighting
citizens’ love for the house
sparrow was featured in the
“Limca Book of Records “

In 2016, Nature Forever
Society, in conjunction with
Wipro Ltd., distributed
5,500 earthen bird baths at
the WIPRO campus in
Pune, which was featured
in the
“Limca Book of Records “
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Limca Book of Records

In 2016, Nature Forever Society discovered a new breeding site of
the Indian Skimmer (Rynchops albicollis) in the Son-Gharial
Wildlife Sanctuary, Madhya Pradesh. The
“Limca Book of Records” acknowledged this discovery.
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Time Magazine –

Heroes of the Environment

Mohammed Dilawar, President & Founder of Nature Forever
Society, was named by TIME Magazine in their list of 30 most
influential environmentalists in the world in 2008.

I Love Sparrow Campaign

Each one of us can help in various ways to protect the house
sparrow. We need to come forward to help birds by raising public
awareness. We need to create house sparrow habitats and launch
conservation drives through simple methods such as providing
water and food regularly, by switching back to organic gardening,
planting more native hedges, adopting native gardening and
putting up nest boxes and feeders for house sparrows.
The World Sparrow Day Secretariat offers its supporters a choice
to select an initiative and encourages easy doable actions
according to their passion, time and skill to make a difference in
safeguarding the house sparrows, and not let them become extinct
like the mammoth.

I Love Sparrow Campaign
These posters disseminate the message of conserving house
sparrows and not letting this diminutive bird join the mammoth to
extinction.
The World Sparrow Day Secretariat urges everyone to come
together to save and conserve sparrows for the upcoming
generation.
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Nature forever Society -

High Density City Forest created by
Miyawaki method
Nature Forever Society has created more than 35 high density
forests in Maharashtra by planting 70,000 native trees of more than
85 native plant species.
In the Miyawaki technique, various native species of plants are
planted close to each other so that the greens receive sunlight only
from the top and grow upwards than sideways. As a result, the
plantation becomes approximately 30 times denser, grows 10 times
faster and is maintenance-free after a span of three years.

Dense random plantation
of 3-9 native plant
2

saplings/m form a
potential natural
vegetation

Plant growth in 2 years
Saplings grow more than 5
times

Plant growth after 15-20
years results in a
complete growth of
natural forest
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Nature forever Society -

High Density Urban Forest created by
Miyawaki method
Plantation drive by
Nature Forever Society
at the Wipro campus.
▪
▪
▪

Number of plants -3000
Number of species - 68
Area - 6000 sq.ft

Miyawaki plantation by
Nature Forever Society
at Serene Meadows,
Nashik
▪
▪
▪

-1200
Number of species - 33
Area - 2000 sq.ft
Number of plants

Miyawaki plantation by
Nature Forever Society at
CRISIL Woods Biodiversity
city forest, Ambrosia
Garden
▪
Number of plants -2400
▪
Number of species - 63
▪
Area - 4000 sq.ft
CSR activity by our clients
CRISIl & AB Bernstein
in Miyawaki Plantation Project
executed at Pimple Saudagar
Linear Garden, Pune
▪
Number of plants -1800
▪
Number of species - 50
▪
Area - 3000 sq.ft

Nectar Garden –
To attract Birds, Butterflies and Bees
In 2019, we aimed to create a nectar ecosystem to help
butterflies, honey bees, carpenter bees, nectar birds and small
wildlife.
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Conservation of Native Plants

Nature Forever Society established a Native Plant Research
and Conservation Centre in 2016 while studying and
developing habitats for house sparrows and other local
birds. The main objectives of this facility are to study native
plants and its status propagation techniques, raise public
awareness and conserve and promote native plants. We at
Nature Forever Society believe that native plants should be
promoted on an emergency basis owing to the limited
propagation and conservation of native plant species and a
sharp decline in plantation area.
Nature Forever Society started its journey in native plant
conservation to provide a sustainable insect source for
house sparrows. During the course of time, we realized that
it is important to undertake an ecosystem restoration of
urban and rural landscapes, as it will not only help in
saving house sparrows but the entire ecosystem which
constitutes various forms of flora and fauna.
We are also working with various organisations and
individuals for creating Nectar & Biodiversity Gardens
which help in attracting biodiversity and the restoration of
Devrai and Vanrai (Sacred Groves).
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Native Plant Research and Conservation Centre
Nashik, Maharashtra
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Receiving

Our Miyawaki plantation was inaugurated by Hon.
CM Shri. Uddhav Thackeray

Hon. President Shri. Pranab Mukherjee was
briefed about conservation initiatives initiated by
Nature Forever society

Event launch of RISE FOR THE SPARROW & declaration of sparrow as
the STATE BIRD OF DELHI with Hon. Chief Minister of Delhi Sheila Dikshit
Former Chief Minister of Delhi

Met Hon. MP Supriya Sule and briefed her about sparrows and
native plant conservation

Our Miyawaki plantation was inaugurated by Hon. Cabinet
Minister of Tourism and Environment Shri. Aaditya Thackeray

Nature Forever Society
CONTACT
Landline: +91-253-2411022
Mobile: +91 9890087988 | 9420001820

info@natureforever.org |

www.natureforever.org

Thakkers Pride – B | Shop.No.14 | opp. Shree Krishna Lawns |
Nashik-Pune Road | Nashik – 422011 | Maharashtra
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